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Abstra t
This paper des ribes new ways to ta kle several important problems en ountered
in geometri

onstraint solving, in the

ontext of CAD, and whi h are linked

to the handling of under- and over- onstrained systems. It presents a powerful
de omposition algorithm of su h systems.
Our methods are based on the witness prin iple whose theoreti al ba kground is re alled in a rst step.

A method to generate a witness is then

explained. We show that having a witness
over- onstrainedness and thus to
An algorithm is introdu ed to

an be used to in rementally dete t

ompute a well- onstrained boundary system.

he k if an horing a given subset of the

oordi-

nates brings the number of solutions to a nite number.
An algorithm to e iently identify all maximal well- onstrained parts of a
geometri

onstraint system is des ribed. This allows us to design a powerful

algorithm of de omposition,

alled

W -de

omposition, whi h is able to identify

all well- onstrained subsystems: it manages to de ompose systems whi h were
not de omposable by
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1. Introdu tion
Geometri

onstraint solving in Computer-Aided Design (CAD) aims at

yielding a gure whi h meets some in iden e and metri

e.g. dis-

requirements (

tan es between points or angles between lines), usually spe ied in graphi al
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form.

Formally, a geometri

(C, X, A)

with

(geometri

C

a set of

onstraint system (GCS)

onsists of a 3-tuple

onstraints (predi ates) on a set

A

elements) with respe t to a set

X

of parameters (metri

of unknowns
values). So-

i.e.

lutions are returned as the oordinates of the geometri elements,
a set of
i
fun tions f : X → R in i dimensions. For more formal denitions of geometri
onstraint systems, the reader may refer to [29℄.

Example : Geometri
Figure 1 shows a

onstraint system

lassi al example of a geometri

onstraint system. We

give a formal statement of the system and a sket h as the user would
PSfrag
repla
ements
draw it. The right
of the
gure
shows a possible solution. Many other
solutions exist:

•
•
•

if a symmetry is applied on a solution, it yields another solution;
if a rotation and/or a translation is applied on a solution, it yields
another solution;
if a symmetry is applied for instan e on point

p3 ,

with axis

p2 p4 ,

it

yields another solution.

dist(p1 , p2 , k1 ),
dist(p2 , p3 , k2 ),
dist(p3 , p4 , k3 ),
dist(p4 , p5 , k4 ),
dist(p1 , p6 , k6 ),

ang_ppp(p6 , p1 , p2 , θ1 ),
ang_ppp(p2 , p3 , p4 , θ2 ),
ang_ppp(p4 , p5 , p6 , θ3 ),
dist(p5 , p6 , k5 ),
with k1 = 7, k2 = 5,

p1
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6
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Figure 1: Formal statement (left) of a 2D te hni al sket h (middle) and a possible solution
(right).

The literature des ribes a number of dierent approa hes to solve geometri
onstraint systems:

•

algebrai

methods

onsist in translating the GCS into a set of equations

and working on the equation system, thus forgetting the geometri al ba kground. Algebrai
ative

methods

omputations

an be

lassied in numeri al methods (iter-

onverging to an approximate solution from initial

values given by the user, su h as the Newton-Raphson or the
method [27℄) and symboli

methods (dire t

 those methods are seldom used be ause of their time

•

geometri

methods use the geometri

based methods [2, 19℄ dedu e
geometri
tivity

omplexity [1℄),

knowledge to solve the system: rule-

onstru tion plans by an expli it use of

rules, graph-based methods [7, 10, 27, 33, 34, 38℄

knowledge into algorithms whi h

ontinuation

omputations on the equations

onsider only

riteria,

2

ompile this

ombinatorial and

onne -

•

hybrid methods [5, 9, 20℄ alternate algebrai

and geometri

phases of

om-

putations to use the power of both approa hes.

For more details on geometri
both to redu e

onstraint solvers, see [13℄. A general trend,

omplexity and to enhan e resolution power,

onsists in de-

omposing the GCS into solvable subsystems and in assembling their solutions [5, 10, 14, 17, 27, 33, 34, 38, 42℄.

Example : De omposition of geometri

onstraint systems

It is impossible to draw dire tly a solution of the 2D example of Figure 1
with only a ruler and a
triangle (p1 p2 p6 ,

ompass. But it is easy to separately solve ea h

p2 p3 p4

and

p4 p5 p6 ) and then assemble them.

By using

de omposition, the resolution power is thus greater.
Noti e that, on the example of Figure 1, if one removes one of the triangles, say

p2 p3 p4 ,

and then tries to solve the remaining system, one needs

to add information from the solved subsystem,
between

p2

and

p4 ,

i.e.

a distan e

onstraint

otherwise the remaining system be omes arti ulated.

For a detailed survey of de omposition methods, see [18℄.
information added when removing a subsystem is

The pie e of

alled a boundary [29℄. Al-

though several methods exist to nd the relevant information in spe i
tion frameworks [33℄, no general algorithm yet exists to

resolu-

ompute the boundary

without adding too mu h information.
Indeed, it is important for resolution methods, espe ially for graph-based
methods, that the system does not have too few or too many
Loosely speaking, a system is

•

onstraints.

alled

under- onstrained if it has an innite number of solutions be ause there
are not enough

onstraints to pin down every geometri

element,
1

•

over- onstrained if it has no solution be ause of

•

well- onstrained if it has a nite positive number of solutions.

onstraint ontradi tions ,

Invarian e of rigid systems by dire t isometries is generally taken into a

ount

by an horing a point and a dire tion in 2D, a point and two dire tions in 3D.
The point and the dire tion are
onstitute what we
may be

all an

alled a

an hor

referen e

for the dire t isometries and

of the system. Other transformation groups

onsidered [37, 42℄: we say that a system is

well- onstrained

modulo G [29℄.

G-well-

onstrained if it is

1 Noti e that the denitions of the levels of onstrainedness are general and do not take into
a

ount the generi ity hypothesis, further dis ussed in se tion 2. Thus, there exist systems

whi h are said to be

onsistently over- onstrained, when they are generi ally over- onstrained

but the values of the parameters are su h that there are solutions.

3

Example : Transformation groups
The system of Figure 1 is rigid, or well- onstrained
tries. The system of Figure 2a is well- onstrained
tries, but

modulo dire
modulo dire

t isomet isome-

ontains a subsystem, shown at Figure 2b, whi h is well-

onstrained

modulo

similarities [37℄:

solutions from whi h any solution

one

an yield a nite number of

an be generated by applying a s al-

ing, a rotation and/or a translation.
The system of Figure 2

is under- onstrained

modulo

globally on the system: if one an hors points
points

p3

and

p4

p1

may still move without violating

any group a ting

and

p2 ,

for instan e,

onstraints.

p3

p4
PSfrag repla ements

p1

p2

Figure 2: A rigid system (left) ; a subsystem well- onstrained modulo similarities (middle) ;
an arti ulated system (right)

A lot of work has been done about the dete tion of over- onstrainedness [15,
17, 32℄ or under- onstrainedness [21, 41, 46℄ and more generally about the

har-

a terization of rigidity [22, 24, 37, 44℄. Yet, methods des ribed in the literature
may fail to

onsider the

expli itly taken into a
Sin e a theorem list

onsequen es of mathemati al theorems that are not
ount in the

onstru tion of the resolution algorithm.
2

annot be exhaustive , it is impossible to develop a rule-

based or graph-based algorithm whi h dete ts all geometri

properties indu ed

by mathemati al theorems.
In this arti le, we extend the witness method [30℄ to address several problems
ited above: how to determine the

onstrainedness level of a GCS without being

tri ked by mathemati al theorems (see for instan e Figure 11); how to build a
well- onstrained boundary system; how to

he k if a potential an hor does not

make the system over- onstrained; how to e iently dete t all maximal wellonstrained subsystems of a given GCS; how to de ompose a well- onstrained
system into the set of all its minimal well- onstrained subsystems.
For

on iseness reasons, in the rest of this paper, we

unless expli itly mentioned otherwise. Yet, all algorithms
3D systems with nearly no

onsider 2D systems,
an be extended to

hanges.

This arti le is organized as follows: Se tion 2 re alls the prin iples of the
witness method and gives a way to generate a witness; Se tion 3 introdu es an

2 More pre isely, the set of theorems is re ursively enumerable, but not re ursive in general.
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in remental version of the Gauss-Jordan elimination method and demonstrates
that it leads to a

orre t greedy algorithm to

ompute a well- onstrained bound-

ary system; Se tion 4 shows how to de ide if a potential an hor is valid or not;
Se tion 5 gives algorithms to e iently identify the maximal well- onstrained
subsystems of an arti ulated system (also

alled exible system); Se tion 6 de-

du es from these algorithms a method to further de ompose a rigid system into
well- onstrained subsystems; Se tion 7 dis usses the robustness issues of our
algorithms; nally, Se tion 8

on ludes and gives perspe tives to this work.

2. The witness method
2.1. Prin iple
The notion of witness appears in dierent domains su h as the study of
polynomial systems through the prin iple of algebrai
probabilisti

probability one

[39℄,

proofs in geometry [6℄ or the Rigidity Theory [11℄.

The idea

onsists in studying generi

properties of a

ontinuous

olle tion

of obje ts through the study of a single one of these obje ts: a witness. Sin e
the rigidity is an important part of our

on ern, we re all here the basi s of the

rigidity theory as des ribed in [11℄.

2.1.1. Frameworks and rigidity
The question of rigidity is studied through the notion of frameworks.

framework

is a triple

(V, E, p)

where

(V, E)

is a graph and

realization of the graph, whi h maps the verti es of

V

p : V → Rd

to points of dimension

A
a

d.

Thinking of graph edges as rigid bars and of verti es as arti ulation points, the
main goal of

ombinatorial rigidity is to answer Is

(V, E, p) rigid?, i.e.

are rigid

body motions allowed only on the whole framework, with no lo al deformation.
d
An
is then a map q : V → R su h that (p(i) − p(j)) ·

innitesimal exion

(q(i) − q(j)) = 0,

for ea h

(i, j) ∈ E .

A framework is

alled

innitesimally rigid,
Rd , i.e. the

if the only innitesimal exions arise from the dire t isometries of

translations and rotations. It is proven that innitesimal rigidity is a stronger
property than rigidity: a framework

an be rigid but not innitesimally rigid,

famous examples are given in Figure 3 (see [11℄). Counter-examples of rigid but
not innitesimally rigid frameworks arise when the framework is

singular.

Figure 3: Non-innitesimally rigid frameworks. The framework on the left is rigid.

A framework

F = (V, E, p)

is said

where all frameworks with graph

generi

if there is a neighborhood of

(V, E) are rigid if F
5

F

is, and not rigid otherwise.

A generi

rigid framework is said generi ally rigid. Two main results in rigidity

theory are stated by the following proposition:

Proposition 1. Consider a graph (V, E). If there is a realization p su h that
the framework (V, E, p) is generi ally rigid, then the frameworks (V, E, q) where
q is another realization of the graph, is rigid for almost any q . On the other
hand, if two frameworks (V, E, p) and (V, E, q) are generi , then they are both
rigid or both not rigid.
This proposition justies the fa t that in 2D, the Laman theorem [24℄ gives
a

ombinatorial

hara terization of rigidity. Alas, su h a

hara terization is an

open problem in dimension 3 or higher.
From the geometri
ory

onstraint point of view, a framework in rigidity the-

orresponds to the realization of a geometri

onstraints are point-to-point distan e

onstraint system where all

onstraints: su h a system is generi ally

well- onstrained up to dire t isometries if it is generi ally rigid. This was generalized by Mi helu

et . (distan
3D,

i

et al.

[30, 31℄ to metri

es and angles) and to in iden e

onstraints over points, lines,

onstraints ( olinearities in 2D and

oplanarities in 3D).

2.1.2. Extension to CAD
In the previous se tion, we have re alled the basi s of rigidity theory and the
prin iples of witness interrogation in this

ontext. In the rest of this arti le, we

do not have the point of view of rigidity theory and of frameworks, but fo us
on geometri

onstraint system.

As stated above, geometri

onstraint systems in CAD naturally lead to

onstraint graphs, or more generally to hypergraphs.

It is then tempting to

extrapolate results of the rigidity theory, su h as Laman's theorem, into the
eld of

onstraint solving. In our

ase, the

onstraints are put in a graphi al

form on the sket h (see Figure 1) whi h is a realization of the

onstraint graph

the same way as in Rigidity Theory. Under some generi ity assumptions, it is a
perfe t

andidate to be a witness for the

onstrainedness properties.

Xw for an
Aw read on the
F (X, Aa ) = 0, where Aa are

Indeed when the designer draws a sket h, he/she has a solution
equation system

F (X, Aw ) = 0,

with some parameter values

sket h. Then the goal is a solution for the system

the values given for the dimensioning. This fa t has been used within the

on-

tinuation method with homotopy in CAD [3, 25℄ or to dene a neighborhood
relationship between gures [4℄.
lemati s sin e we

In fa t, our purpose is

lose to these prob-

laim that the sket h is like the sear hed solution from the

onstrainedness point of view.
In the CAD domain, all the geometri
F is a C ∞

of polynomial equations, and
Taylor expansion of system

onstraints

an be put under the form

lass fun tion. We

F (X, Aw ) = 0,

an then

and get:

−
→
−
→
F (Xw + ε V , Aw ) = F (Xw , Aw ) + εF ′ (Xw , Aw ) V + O(ε2 )

6

onsider a

where

−
→
V

an also be seen as the instant velo ity of ea h obje t involved in

the system and

ε

is a small time step. Then,

−
→
εV

is an innitesimal exion, or

motion, if it leads from a solution to another solution of the system. Or, in
2
2
other words, the O(ε ) term in the previous formula be omes in fa t a o(ε )
term. Under these

onditions, we must have

−
→
F ′ (Xw , Aw ) V = 0

(1)

The spa e of the innitesimal motions allowed by the
ker(F ′ (Xw , Aw )). Note that

onstraints at the

witness is then given by

•
•
•

F ′ (Xw , Aw )

the matrix

is known as the Ja obian matrix of the fun tion

F (X, Aw )

taken at point

when all

onstraints are point-to-point distan es, the Ja obian matrix is

the rigidity matrix
for other

onsidered in Rigidity Theory;

onstraints with parameters the generi ity

onditions are alike

Aw

and a orresponding

those in the
solution

Xw ;

Xw

ombinatorial ase: a parameter value
are generi

if the root is an impli it fun tion of the parameters

in some open neighborhood of

(Xw , Aw );

ied with three length parameters, this

for instan e, for a triangle spe ondition forbids that one length

is the sum of the others; more generally this
matrix



∂F (X, A)/∂X
0

ondition implies that the

∂F (X, A)/∂A
Id

has the same rank in an open neighborhood of

(Xw , Aw ).

equations are polynomials, be ause of the algebrai
ple, the generi


When all the

probability one prin i-

parameter values are dense in the set of parameter values

orresponding to a realization.

Example : Generi formulation of onstraints
For point, line, plane in iden es, we assume that the

orresponding

on-

straints are spe ied expli itly without parameters. This is to avoid ex2
pressing point-point in iden es by a distan e onstraint (p1,x − p2,x ) +
(p1,y − p2,y )2 = d2 with distan e parameter d = 0. For a distan e on2
2
2
straint (p1,x − p2,x ) + (p1,y − p2,y ) = d , the parameter d = 0 is not
generi , as the

gle

onstraint is singular at the solution point. For an an-

→ −−→
p−
= θ, i.e. −
2 p1 · p2 p3 = lp1 p2 lp3 p2 cos θ ,
θ = ±π , θ = ±π/2, and θ = 0 are not generi .

onstraint angle(p1 , p2 , p3 )

the parameter values

Similarly, point-line, line-plane in iden es and line-line, plane-plane parallelism/orthogonality

onstraints are not expressed by angle

be ause it would introdu e non-generi

onstraints

angles.

Typi ality. A witness is typi al if it is representative for the sear hed solui.e. it has the same ombinatorial properties ( oin iden es, olinearities,
oplanarities, et .). [4℄ assume that the sket h is a witness, and that the sket h

tion,

7

and the witness are on the same

ontinuation path. But even a random solution

(Xw , Aw ), {(X, A) : F (X, A) = 0} with the spe ied ombinatorial properties
is typi al with probability 1 for a set of witness solutions. Note that [18℄ built
an (arti ial)

ounter-example,

i.e.

a system with two

with two kinds of witnesses) whi h are dierent in
no

lasses of solutions (thus

ombinatorial properties, and

ontinuous deformation exists to transform one into the other. In su h

a witness is representative of only one

lass (its

ases,

lass) of solutions. This example

is the one of Figure 4. Su h arti ial systems are ignored in this arti le.
PSfrag repla ements
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Ambiguous system:

distin t, then it is rigid (left
have the same
dotted

if points are required to be

Figure 5: A 2D sket h of a

ase); otherwise, when A and C

oordinates, point D

p2

rigid triangle.

an be anywhere on the

ir le (example taken from [18, Figure 14℄).

We

an then study the degrees of freedom of the system by studying the
F ′ (Xw , Aw ) on a typi al witness Xw , and in the

rank of the Ja obian matrix

ase of under- onstrainedness, the stru ture of the allowed innitesimal motions
F ′ (Xw , Aw ).

an be dedu ed from the study of the kernel of
In the rest of this paper, we

onsider that rows of the Ja obian matrix

represent onstraints and olumns represent values of the unknowns ( oordinates
of the geometri
by

n

elements). We

the number of

lassi ally denote by

m

the number of rows and

olumns of the matrix.

2.2. Pra ti al example
Let us now detail a step-by-step

onstru tion of a witness and its use to

hara terize the degrees of freedom of the
system. We

onsider the trivial geometri

This GCS

•
•
•

orresponding geometri

onsists of three sets:

unknowns:

X = {p1 , p2 , p3 };

parameters:
onstraints:

A = {k1 , k2 , α};

C = {dist(p1 , p2 , k1 ), dist(p2 , p3 , k2 ), ang_ppp(p1 , p2 , p3 , α)}

The dimensioning given by the sket h is a fun tion

6, ρ(k2 ) = 4, ρ(α) = 50.

If one were to

sket h as the origin and give
not satisfy the

onstraint

onstraint system of Figure 5.

ρ : A → R,

onsider the bottom left

with

ρ(k1 ) =

orner of the

oordinates to the points on the sket h, they would

onstraints with this dimensioning.

8

Table 1: The Ja obian matrix for the system of Figure 1.

r1 :dist(p1 , p2 , k1 )
r2 :dist(p2 , p3 , k2 )
r3 :ang_ppp(p1 , p2 , p3 , α)

x˙1
x1 -x2

y˙1
y1 -y2

0

0

x˙2
y˙2
x˙3
y˙3
x 2 -x 1
y2 -y1
0
0
x 2 -x 3
y2 -y3
x 3 -x 2
y3 -y2
2x2 − x1 − x3 2y2 − y1 − y3 x1 − x2 y1 − y2

x 3 − x 2 y3 − y2

Table 2: The Ja obian matrix of Table 1 at a witness.

r1
r2
r3

x˙1
−1.1

y˙1
2.58

0

0

−4.4

0

x˙2
1.1
4.4
5.5

y˙2
−2.58
0
−2.58

x˙3

y˙3

0

0

−4.4
−1.1

0
2.58

′
Let us now measure the distan es on the sket h. We obtain a fun tion ρ ,
′
′
′
with ρ (k1 ) = 2.82, ρ (k2 ) = 4.35, ρ (α) = 70.9. Obviously, the oordinates of
the points on the sket h satisfy the onstraints of the system if the dimension′
ing onsidered is ρ . The generi ity hypothesis tells us that the ombinatorial
properties of this alternate GCS are the same as the one with the dimensioning
ρ′ is rigid,

imposed by the user. For instan e, if a subsystem of the GCS with
then it is also rigid with
Let us now

ρ.

ompute the Ja obian matrix asso iated with the system. First,

we need to translate the geometri

onstraints into equations.

As explained

above, a distan e of k between two points pi and pj orresponds to the equation
(xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2 − k 2 = 0. An angle of p\
1 p2 p3 whose osine is equal to a
orresponds to the equation

lp2 p3 = 0,

(x1 − x2 )(x3 − x2 ) + (y1 − y2 )(y3 − y2 ) − a × lp1p2 ×
pi and pj .

with lpi pj indi ating the distan e between

By derivating those equations, we obtain the Ja obian matrix of the system,
given at Table 1. Using the generi ity hypothesis, we
the unknowns by the

an repla e the values of

oordinates taken on the sket h:

(4.8, 0.4); p3 = (0.4, 0.4).

p1 = (3.7, 2.98); p2 =

This provides us with the Ja obian at the

onsidered

witness, shown on Table 2.

2.3. Generation of a witness
Most of the time, the sket h drawn by the user is a witness. Also, CAD parts
are rarely designed from s rat h: usually, previous similar parts are re-used and
modied; the parameters values are
the

hanged and tuned for a new design, but

onstraint system is left un hanged. Thus, solutions to the previous CAD

parts give a witness.
Sometimes, however, no witness is available. For instan e, when there are
many in iden e or tangen y

onstraints, the sket h may not fulll them. It may

also happen that no previous sket h is available, for instan e when designing
a part or a me hanism for the rst time. In those
omputed. A witness is a root of the system

A

are unknowns.

in iden e

ases, a witness has to be

F (X, A) = 0,

where both

See Se tion 7.3 for more details about systems

X

and

ontaining

onstraints.

For problems o

urring in CAD-CAM, these systems are usually strongly

under- onstrained: the solution is a manifold,

9

e.g.

a

urve, a surfa e,

et

. Thus,

several methods are possible in order to generate a witness. For instan e, the

i.e.

next se tion presents the most general method: it uses a omplete solver,
a
n
solver whi h nds all solutions (in real spa e R ). Even in the ase of strongly
under- onstrained systems, su h a solver

an easily be tuned to stop at the rst

found root, and to explore the sear h spa e in some random order, so that the
rst found root is a typi al witness with probability 1. Noti e that this tuned
solver is still

omplete in the sense that if it nds no root, then it is a proof that

there is none.
We mention now some in omplete but simple and fast solvers whi h
be used to generate a witness by exploiting the

an

hara teristi s of a witness:

under- onstrainedness and generi ity.
First of all, when one fa es a sket h whi h does not
in iden e

ompletely fulll all

onstraints, it is possible to use said sket h to initiate a Newton3

Raphson iteration , an homotopy [25℄, an optimization method like LevenbergMarquardt, or Nelder-Mead simplex [35℄.

If no sket h is available, or if the

previous method fails, it is possible to start the iteration with random values
for

X

and

A.

Meta-heuristi s [26℄ like geneti

an also be used with likely su

programming, parti le swarm,

et .

ess, due to the strong under- onstrainedness

of the system to be solved. With all those methods, approximation problems
arise: this issue will be further dis ussed in se tion 7.

2.3.1. Using a omplete solver to generate a witness
To

ompute a witness

{(X, A) : F (X, A) = 0}

(Xw , Aw ), we solve the under-determined system
X and A are unknowns with a omplete

where both

solver, the subdivision solver presented in [8℄.
2
The nonlinear monomials xi and xi xj for

variables

xi,i

and

xi,j ,

i<j

are repla ed by additional

whi h are en losed in a polytope

BD (xi , xi,i , xi,j,i<j ) ≥ 0

with halfspa es given by the non-negativity of relevant Bernstein polynomi-

Bernstein polytope ).

als (

The quadrati

onstraint system be omes a polytope

S(xi , xi,i , xi,j,i<j ) ≥ 0 after rewriting into the additional variables xi,i and
xi,j . The subs ript D of BD (xi , xi,i , xi,j,i<j ) ≥ 0 indi ates that this polytope
depends on the domain D . In this way, bounds for the solution domain of
quadrati

polynomials

an be expressed as two linear programs

min xi and max xi
S(xi , xi,i , xi,j,i<j ) ≥ 0
BD (xi , xi,i , xi,j,i<j ) ≥ 0
Domain bounds are
urrent solution domain

omputed by linear programming in order to redu e the

D.

If the feasible set is empty, whi h is dete ted by

linear programming, then the
wise, we

urrent domain box

ontains no solution. Other-

an perform a sequen e of redu tions and bise tions of domain boxes

3 The te hniques,

e.g. singular value de omposition [35℄, to a

matri es and under- onstrained systems are well known.
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ount for non-square Ja obian

until the domain box
all

i.

These

δ -small

D = [x1 , x1 ] × . . . × [xn , xn ]

boxes

is

δ -small: (xi − xi ) < δ

for

over the solution set pie ewise.

The subdivision solver requires a domain box to start the sear h. The intervals for generi

parameter values of

onstraints are easy to nd: angle pa-

cos θ (cos θ instead of θ to avoid trigonometri fun tions in the solver)
are in [−1 + ǫ, −ǫ] or [ǫ, 1 − ǫ] with a small, arbitrary ǫ; intervals for distan e
parameters d an be obtained from magnitude bounds of the point oordinates.
rameters

Finding a bound on the magnitude of any root [45℄, would be ne essary to prove
that the system has no solution. For the problems here, a bound on the point
oordinates is known beforehand.
In order to enumerate all solutions of a system, we used mid-bise tion of the
largest interval in [8℄, whi h minimizes the height of the exploration tree while
y ling through dimensions. For the
as possible, the

ase of determining a single solution as fast

hoi e of the smallest interval (greater or equal

δ)

is bene ial

as setting variables to values allowing solutions improves the ee tiveness of the
domain redu tion step.
We sele t the next domain box (of smallest minimum side length greater
than

δ)

box

ontaining a random solution, and we take the box

for redu tion and bise tion at random. In this way, we nd a solution
enter proje ted onto

the solution set as a witness.

r
p3

p0

c
p1

r
cq

q

p

p4
p

p2

Figure
2D
and

6:

system
6

The

buttery:

with

distan e

5

points

parameters

d(p0 , p1 ), d(p1 , p2 ), d(p2 , p0 ),
d(p0 , p3 ), d(p3 , p4 ), d(p4 , p0 ).

Figure 7:

2D system of 4 points and 5 lines with

point-line in iden es,

4

angle parameter

10

angle(qp, cp),

angle(cp, rp), angle(rq, cq), angle(cq, pq) and 1 distan e
parameter

d(r, c).

Symmetri

solution (left) and random,

typi al witness solution (right).

As examples, we show two systems of dierent di ulty. In Figure 6, two
triangles with a

ommon point

p0

are spe ied by six side lengths.

In the

random solution, the side lengths are all dierent. In Figure 7, four points and
ve lines with

10 point-line in

iden es are spe ied by four angle parameters and

a distan e parameter. The left part shows a solution with symmetri
shaped triangles, obtained by additional minimum distan e

and ni e

onstraints between

the triangle points. In the right part, a typi al witness solution is shown, whi h
was found at random. It is used for further analysis.
As a future work, we intend to

onsider using

onstraint propagation [16℄ to

speed up the solver. Also, we intend to try other heuristi s for the

11

hoi e of the

unknown to bise t (for instan e the smear fun tion in [23℄).

2.3.2. Dis ussion
One may question the usefulness of the witness method, when the
solver has to be

alled to

omplete solver is

ompute a witness.

omplete

ase, it seems that the

alled two times instead of just one: why not simply

i.e.

omplete solver on the target system (

0)

In this

the system to be solved:

? The answers are three: rst of all, the

mu h faster when it is used to

all the

F (X, Aw ) =

omplete solver is most of the time

ompute a witness (assuming that it stops at

the rst found root), sin e one only needs to satisfy the in iden e and tangen y
onstraints; se ond, the witness will be used to analyze and de ompose the GCS,
whi h will usually speed up the se ond step: solving the target system; third,
when the

omplete solver nds no root when

absen e of roots for every parameter values,
from the parameters values

Aw ,

i.e.

the problem does not

but it has a more fundamental

the problem of debugging su h systems of
not the topi

omputing a witness, it proves the

onstraints o

ause.

ome
Sin e

urs very rarely and is

of this arti le, we just mention the prin iple of a solution: add

in rementally ea h

onstraint and sear h a witness; it allows to nd the rst

onstraint whi h is the

ause of the

ontradi tion.

3. In remental dete tion of redundan y
We already showed in Se tion 1 that the dete tion of over- onstrainedness is
a

ompli ated yet essential problem in the eld of geometri

onstraint solving.

In this se tion, we exhibit a greedy algorithm, based on the witness method,
whi h allows an e ient and robust dete tion of redundan y in geometri

on-

straint systems. We prove that this algorithm produ es a minimal well- onstrained subsystem with the same solutions as the initial one.
We also show the usefulness of this extension of the witness method to enhan e robustness of de omposition methods by an a

urate

omputation of the

boundary system.

3.1. A greedy algorithm to dete t redundan y in a GCS
It was already shown in [30℄ that it is possible to interrogate a witness in order
to dete t whether a set of
to

onstraints is dependent or not. Indeed, it is possible

ompute the rank of the Ja obian matrix at the witness and to

with the sum of the degrees of restri tion of the

ompare it

onstraints. However, nding a

maximal independent subset of a dependent set is not a trivial problem. Working
on the witness, the naive idea would be to try and remove
one and, at ea h step,

redundant with the remaining set. If the rank
omputed for

S,

then

onstraint

omputed for

c is redundant and

that way, the removal of redundant
in remental

onstraints one by

ompute the rank again to determine if the

an be removed. Performed

onstraints is expensive. Yet,

onstru tion of the geometri

12

onstraint is

S −c equals the rank
onsidering an

onstraint system allows to identify

the set of redundant
basi

onstraints with no additional

osts in

omparison to the

dete tion of redundan y.

Indeed,

onsider a geometri

onstraint system

tween the

S

with no redundan y be-

onstraints. Applying the Gauss-Jordan elimination method on the
′
Ja obian matrix at the witness leads to a matrix J = (I
P ), I being a m × m

diagonal matrix and

P

being a

m×f

matrix, with

f = n−m

the number of

a tual degrees of freedom of the system. This method has a known omplexity
′
′
of O(min(n, m)nm). Let us now onsider a system S with S ⊂ S . In order to
′
know if S is generi ally over- onstrained, one only needs to in rementally add
the geometri

elements and the

onstraints (bearing in mind that a

onstraint

an only be inserted when the geometri elements it on erns are all in the sys′
tem) of S − S to S and applying Gauss-Jordan again. Sin e the leftmost part of
′
the matrix J is diagonal, the number of operations is at most 2 × min(m, n)× f :

I,

for ea h row of

ea h non-zero element of

P

must be multiplied and added to

the new row. The number of operations is in fa t smaller, sin e the number of
zero elements in the new row is high.
Pro eeding in rementally does not raise the number of operations: it only
hanges the order of the operations. Indeed, the
tion method
row
that

c

onsists of

lassi al Gauss-Jordan elimina-

olumn-by- olumn operations: for ea h

Jc,c , then subtra
olumn c is a null ve
by

t

Jr,c

times the new row from row

tor ex ept for the

cth

olumn

r

c, divide
r, so

for every

value. With the in remental

al ulus of the redu ed row e helon form, one pro eeds row by row: for ea h
row

r,

subtra t

that the

r−1

the overall time
e helon form of
mental

Jr,c

times row

c

for ea h

rst elements of row

r

c < r,

then divide row

are zero and the

rth

r

by

Jr,r

so

element is 1. Thus,

omplexity of the in remental

omputation of the redu ed row

O(min(n, m)nm).

The pseudo- ode for this in re-

J

is also of

onstru tion of a maximal independent subset of the

onstraints is given

at Algorithm 1.
Note that for the test of line 8, we do not here make expli it the
onstraint
two lines.

c

orresponds to several rows r1

In su h a

. . . rk , for instan

ase, it is ne essary to be able to rewrite the

system in order to remove one row only (say
with (an)other

ase where a

e a distan e between

onstraint(s) whi h

r1 )

and repla e the

orrespond(s) to rows

onstraint
onstraint

The in remental version of the Gauss-Jordan elimination has the same
plexity as the one-step version, but has a major advantage in our
step, when a

onstraint is inserted, one may

c

r2 . . . rk .
om-

ase: at ea h

ompare the new rank with the

previous one and thus dete t a redundant

onstraint. With exa tly the same

number of operations as in the

lassi al Gauss-Jordan elimination,

ase of the

one obtains the redu ed row e helon form of the Ja obian matrix together with
the list of redundant

onstraints.

Let us now show that the order in whi h the
in remental

onstraints are

onsidered in the

onstru tion of a maximal independent subset does not

hange the

solution set. Said otherwise, if there are several maximal non-over- onstrained
subsystems, they are equivalent. Following [29℄, we note
of a GCS for a valuation

ϕ

Fϕ (S) the solution set
ϕ when there is no

of the parameters, and omit

ambiguity.
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Algorithm 1:

Greedy

algorithm

to

ompute

a

maximal

non-over-

onstrained subsystem

Input:

S ′ = (C, X, A): a geometri onstraint system
W : a typi al witness of S ′
Result: S ⊆ S ′ : maximal non-over- onstrained subsystem

of

R←∅
// set of redundant rows
J ← Ja obian matrix of S ′ at W (of size m × n)
J ′ ← empty matrix with no rows and n olumns
forea h row r of J do
′
′
′
5
add r to J (we all r the new row of J )
′
′
forea h row i of J ex ept r do
7
r′ ← Jr′ ′ ,i × i

S′

if r′ is a null row then

8

// the onstraint orresponding to row r is redundant
Remove row

r′

from

J′

R ← R ∪ {r}

else

r←

r
′
Jr,r

A′ ⊆ A ← set of parameters appearing
return S = (C/R, X, A/A′ )

only in

onstraints of

R

Proposition 2. Let S = (C, X, A) be a generi ally over- onstrained GCS. We
onsider a valuation ϕ of the parameters whi h make S onsistently over- onstrained, i.e. su h that Fϕ (S) 6= ∅. Let S ′′ be a basis of S , i.e. a maximal
non-over- onstrained system su h that Fϕ (S) = Fϕ (S ′′ ). Let S ′ be the system
obtained by applying Algorithm 1 on S . Then, F (S ′ ) = F (S ′′ ).
Proof We argue by mutual in
Step 1. F (S ′′ ) ⊆ F(S ′ ).
S′

new

F (S)

lusion.

is obtained by dis arding some onstraints of S , without adding any
S ′ ⊆ S . Thus, a solution of S satises all onstraints of S ′ :

onstraint:
⊆ F(S ′ ).

′′
Sin e we onsider only parameters valuations su h that F (S) = F (S ), we
′′
′
have F (S ) ⊆ F(S ).
F (S ′ ) ⊆ F(S ′′ ).
′
′′
We have to show that the solutions of S satisfy all the onstraints of S ,
′
′′
that a solution of S is also a solution of S . We argue by ontradi tion.
′′
Let us onsider a row r of the Ja obian matrix JS ′′ of S
whi h is not
′
redundant with the Ja obian matrix JS ′ of S . If we try to add r to JS ′ as we

Step 2.
i.e.

do at lines 57 of Algorithm 1, it will thus not be null at line 8.
Sin e

of

S,

row

JS ′ was obtained by applying Algorithm 1
r is not redundant with JS either: it thus
14

on the Ja obian matrix
orresponds to a

JS

onstraint

Table 3: The Ja obian matrix for the system of Figure 8.

r1 :
r2 :
r3 :
r4 :
r5 :
r6 :

dist(p1 ,
dist(p1 ,
dist(p2 ,
dist(p3 ,
dist(p2 ,
dist(p1 ,

p2 )
p3 )
p4 )
p4 )
p3 )
p4 )

x˙1
x1 -x2
x1 -x3

y˙1
y1 -y2
y1 -y3

x˙2
x2 -x1

y˙2
y2 -y1

x˙3

y˙3

x˙4

y˙4

0

0

0

0

0

0

x 3 -x 1

y3 -y1

0

0

0

0

x2 -x4

y2 -y4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

x2 -x3

y2 -y3

y3 -y4
y3 -y2

y4 -y2
y4 -y3

0

x 3 -x 4
x 3 -x 2

x4 -x2
x4 -x3

x1 -x4

y1 -y4

0

0

0

0

0

0

x4 -x1

y4 -y1

S and
F (S) 6= F (S ′′ ).

annot be dedu ed by the onstraints of S . We then
′′
By denition of S , this is not possible. There is a
′
′′
ontradi tion, and we thus have F (S ) ⊆ F(S ).
′′
′
′
′′
′
We have F (S ) ⊆ F(S ) and F (S ) ⊆ F(S ). Thus, F (S ) =
′′
F (S ).
whi h is not in
have

Con lusion.


Noti e that the

onstraints whi h are identied as redundant may be kept

and be used later in order to nd, among the dierent solutions satisfying the
onstraints, whi h

orrespond best to the user's intent:

redundan y

an be

ne essary to ensure solution uni ity [12℄.

3.2. Examples
We give here a few examples of the appli ation of Algorithm 1.

p1

p2

PSfrag repla ements

p3

Figure 8:

p4

The kite:

Figure

over- onstrained 2D

out the dotted

9:

The

double-banana:

hara terization of rigidity in 3D. Ea h seg-

onstraint, the system is rigid.

ment represents a distan e

Let us

famous

ounter-example to the extension of Laman's

system with 4 points and 6 distan es. With-

onstraint.

onsider the 2D example of Figure 8. The Ja obian matrix of this

system is shown in Table 3. Consider the following witness:

(5, 6), p3 = (1, 1)

and

p4 = (6, 3).

p1 = (2, 7), p2 =

The Ja obian at this witness is shown in

Table 4, with a partial Gauss-Jordan elimination, sin e the sixth row has not
been modied. That is, Table 4 shows the matrix obtained by performing the
in remental version of the Gauss-Jordan elimination, after inserting the sixth
onstraint but before performing Gauss pivoting on it,

i.e.

at the end of line 5

of the algorithm. It is easy to see that the sixth row is redundant, sin e it

15

an

Table 4: The Ja obian matrix of Table 3 at a witness. The Gauss-Jordan elimination method
′
′
was used on the rst ve rows. The sixth row is redundant (r6 = r2 − r1 )

r1′
r2′
r3′
r4′
r5′
r6

x˙1

y˙1

x˙2

y˙2

x˙3

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

−1

1

0

0

0

y˙3
− 54
− 54
− 53
− 51
2
5
0

x˙4
−1

y˙4
4
5
− 51
3
5
− 54
− 52

0

−1
0

−1

−1

1

be obtained by subtra ting the rst row from the se ond one. Thus, we dete ted
the over- onstrainedness.
For a more

omplex and famous example,

onsider the 3D system of the

double-banana (see Figure 9). Sin e the asso iated Ja obian matrix is a

18 × 24

matrix, we do not represent it here, but applying Algorithm 1 on the rst 17 rows
and adding the last

onstraint of the double-banana leads to a zero-lled row

in the Ja obian matrix at the witness. If one
banana with higher

onsiders a variant of the double-

onne tivity [28℄, our method still su

dete t over- onstrainedness: the degree of

eeds to e iently

onne tivity of the

onstraint graph

has no inuen e on the witness method. Likewise, the 3D examples by Ortuzar
(see Figure 10) are

Figure 10:

orre tly dete ted as over- onstrained.

3D examples ( ourtesy of Auxkin Ortuzar, Dassault Systèmes) whi h

onfuse

graph-based methods but are dete ted over- onstrained by our method. No three points are
oplanar, plain segments represent distan e

Moreover, the witness method
rained

onstraints and ar s represent angle

onstraints.

orre tly handles redundan y in under- onst-

ases, where graph-based methods are helpless be ause they do not

sider geometri

theorems. For instan e,

It is unlikely that a graph-based method
is xed, no matter what

on-

onsider the 2D example of Figure 11.
an ever dete t the fa t that point

oordinates are given to point

p

and line

l.

y

Hen e, a

graph-based method would see this system as a system with 8 remaining degrees
of freedom (5 for the three aligned points
and 2 for point
points

a

and

y

p) and would

a, b

and

onsider that adding a

x,

1 for line

l

traversing

x

onstraint distan e between

removes a degree of freedom. The witness method, however, de-

te ts that this new distan e

onstraint is redundant and that the unknown
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y

is

PSfrag repla ements

PSfrag repla ements

determined by the system though

a

p
p2

l

l

b

y

p

and

an be

hosen at random.

a

x

y

p1

p′

l

b
p p1
′
p2 p

x

a, b and x and for any point p and line l traversing
p1 = (ap) ∩ l, p2 = (bp) ∩ l, p′ = (ap2 ) ∩ (bp1 ), y = (ab) ∩ (pp′ ).

Figure 11: In 2D, given three aligned points

x, y

is un hanged:

3.3. Computation of a well- onstrained boundary system
The witness method and, more spe i ally, Algorithm 1
address an important problem in geometri
methods: the

an be used to

onstraint systems de omposition

omputation of a non-over- onstrained boundary system.

We saw in the example of page 3 about de omposition, that it is important
to be able to add information about a subsystem into the rest of the system,
when using de omposition methods. The pie e of information added is

alled

boundary.

Re all [29℄ that a boundary system of a system
system

S2 = S − S1

is a system

subgures of a gure in

S.

B

S1 ⊆ S

with respe t to the

su h that solutions in

without modifying the solutions when one looks only at the
geometri

elements of

S2 .

F (S2 + B)

Said dierently, it is a system whi h

are all

S1

an repla e

oordinates of the

In de omposition methods [18℄, the

omputation of

a boundary system is essential sin e without it, the re ombination of subgures
an lead to gures whi h are not solutions of the system. Although not

alled

e.g.

boundary system, this notion is present in all de omposition methods (
is expli it in the FRONTIER solver [33℄ and

it

orresponds to the virtual bond in

Owen's method [34℄).
Intuitively, the boundary system of

(C, X, A) with X
C (and A) the set of

S1

with regard to

system

the set of geometri

and

all geometri

values) whi h
proa h

an be

information (and

omputed about elements of

X

in

S1

and

S2 ,

orresponding metri

S1 .

However, this ap-

onsistently over- onstrained. If the

sidered solving method is sensitive to generi
ombinatorial solvers, this approa h
ure 12 shows a basi
and the distan e

S1

is the system

onsidered. The example of Figomputation leads to

onsisting in the

p1 . . . p4

points

onstraints represented by thi k lines; the dotted lines rep-

onstraints (of any type)

geometri

annot be

on-

over- onstrainedness, as are all

example where a naive boundary

over- onstrainedness: here,

element, not in

S1 . S1

formation about the elements of

pi

points and one other

is a rigid system. Hen e,

omputing all the in-

on erning one of the

S1

means

all pairwise distan es between the points
system of Figure 8 as the boundary of

i.e.

onsists of the

an lead to generi ally over- onstrained boundary systems, even though

the asso iated parameters make them

resent

S2

elements shared by

an over- onstrained system.

S1
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omputing, among other

p1 . . . p4 :

this leads to

onstraints,

omputing the

with regard to the rest of the system,

PSfrag repla ements

PSfrag repla ements

p3
p1

p2

p3

l3

l2

p4
p1

Figure 13: Triangle well- onstrained mod-

Figure 12: The boundary of the rigid subsystem with

X = {p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 }

ally over- onstrained: it

p2

l1

is generi-

ulo

ontains the sys-

similarities with six in iden e

straints and two line-line angle

on-

onstraints

tem of Figure 8

Using our greedy algorithm,
easy:

omputing a basis of the boundary system is

one only needs to start with an empty boundary system and add the

dierent

omputable

onstraints one by one, dis arding those whi h are redun-

dant with the ones already

onsidered.

In order to get all

straints, one needs to know the transformation group
is well- onstrained

G-invariant

ble

modulo G

one

omputable

on-

su h that the system

[37℄: then, one only needs to

onstraints possible to express.

G-invariant (i.e. G

G

ompute all possi-

For instan e, if distan es are

is the rotations, the translations or the dire t isometries),

omputes all point-point distan es between two points of the system. The

exa t pro ess is given at Algorithm 2. Proposition 2 proves that the order in
whi h the

onstraints are

onsidered does not matter.

Algorithm 2: Computation of a maximal non-over-

onstrained boundary

system

Input:
S = (C, X, A): a geometri onstraint system
S1 = (C1 , X1 , A1 ): a subsystem of S
G: well- onstrainedness group of S1
Result: B : maximal non-over- onstrained boundary

system of

S1

Xb ← {x ∈ X1 |x is on erned by a onstraint c, c ∈ C/C1 }
Cb ← set of all possible G-invariant onstraints on erning elements of Xb
Ab ← set of parameters appearing in Cb // Values omputed from S1
B ← result of Algorithm 1 on (Cb , Xb , Ab )
return B
An additional problem is the fa t that the geometri al universe
by the solver may not allow to express the dierent
omputed in
point

p

S1 :

for instan e, it may be possible to

is in ident to a line

point-line in iden e

l,

onsidered

onstraints whi h

an be

S1 ,

that a

ompute, in

but if the geometri al universe does not in lude

onstraints, this

onstraint will not be

ase, it is not possible to ensure that the
system. This issue is dis ussed in [29℄.
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onsidered. In su h a

omputed system is indeed a boundary

4. De ision of an hor validity
4.1. Over- onstraining an hors
Given a system

S

and a witness of

S,

we

an show using the witness method

that it is not generi ally over- onstrained or, if it is,

ompute a basis of

S,

that

is to say a maximal non-over- onstrained system whi h has the same solution

S

set as

when we

onsider valuation parameters whi h make

over- onstrained. Let us therefore

S

onsistently

onsider systems whi h are not generi ally

over- onstrained.

S

may be still under- onstrained. Following the multi-group approa h [37℄,

the under- onstrainedness may be the result of the well- onstrainedness of the
system

modulo

a transformation group: for instan e, a rigid system is under-

onstrained, sin e it may be translated or rotated without violating any

on-

straint. In [30℄, we show how to use the witness method to dete t that a system
is invariant under the a tion of translations and rotations, by re ognizing these
groups in the kernel of the Ja obian matrix (see in parti ular Table 1 of the
arti le). One

an, likewise, re ognize s alings by simulating their a tion on two

points. Hen e, one may

ompute the dimension of the kernel of the Ja obian

and, if it is higher than the number of invarian e groups identied within it,
on lude that the system is arti ulated: it is under- onstrained even

modulo

global groups.
When dealing with an arti ulated GCS, one may want to determine whi h
geometri

elements should be an hored in order to get a nite number of solu-

tions. This resear h of an an hor is a kind of parameterization of a geometri
onstraint system, sin e it

onsists in giving a list of

be given as parameters and not

number of solutions. It generalizes the notion of
a

G-well-

onstrained GCS is a

oordinates whi h should

onsidered as unknowns if one is to have a nite

G-referen

G-referen

e [29℄: an an hor for

e.

We do not here dis uss an algorithm to nd a parameterization of an arti ulated GCS, but we provide a pro edure to de ide if a set of
a valid an hor.

Indeed, a set of

oordinates is

oordinates whi h has the same size as the

dimension of the kernel is not ne essarily an an hor for the system, and may
be an

over- onstraining an hor

if

onsidering them as parameters leads to the

absen e of solutions.
For instan e,

modulo

onsider a simple rigid triangle. It has three degrees of freedom

dire t isometries, thus an an hor must

lassi al an hor would be both

ontain three

oordinates.

oordinates of one point, and one

A

oordinate of

another, but other an hors are valid as well: abs issas of two points and the
ordinate of another. But the set of all abs issas is not a valid an hor, be ause
in any rigid system, with two abs issas an hored, the abs issas of all points
are xed. Likewise,

modulo

no an hor
of

p1 ,

onsider the system of Figure 13, whi h is well- onstrained

similarities. Sin e any line-line angle

an be

omputed in this system,

e.g.

ontaining the dire tions of two lines is valid (

dire tions of l1 and l2 ).
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both

oordinates

4.2. A de ision algorithm for over- onstraining an hors
Over- onstraining an hors are due to a dependen y of the

oordinates in the

GCS, that is to say that given a subset of an over- onstraining an hor and the
onstraints, one

an

ompute the values of another subset of the an hor. We

give here an algorithm to dete t su h dependen es and hen e de ide whether a
potential an hor is over- onstraining or not.
Obviously, the size of an an hor must be exa tly the dimension of the kernel
of the Ja obian matrix of the system,

i.e.

freedom.

ases of over-sized an hors (whi h are

in any

We thus do not dis uss the

the number of a tual degrees of

ase over- onstraining) or under-sized an hors (whi h

an still be over-

onstraining and, when they are not, are not a tual an hors either, sin e they
do not lead to a nite number of solutions).
When

onsidering a valid an hor, the

redu ed e helon form, is the following (for

vi

instead of

−
→
JV = 0

4

equation , on e

J

put in

onvenien e we use here the notation

ẋi ):


v1
v2
v3







αn−m,1 




αn−m,2   . 
 .. 

αn−m,3  

 vm  = 0

.
.
.
.
.
.
.


.
.
..
.
.
..
.
 v
.
.
.
.
.

 an−m 
0 0 · · · 1 α1,m · · · αn−m,m  . 
 .. 
va1
−
→
In this notation, the n − m last elements of ve tor V are denoted van−m to
va1 . There are as many vak elements as the dimension of the kernel of J .
Let us now imagine that after the i−1th step of the Gauss-Jordan elimination
(the upper left (i − 1) × (i − 1) matrix is diagonal), it is impossible to nd a
non-zero pivot. It means that the ith olumn is a linear ombination of the
rst i − 1 olumns. Permuting this olumn with one of the rst i − 1 olumns
will not hange the problem: the new ith olumn will (by denition of linear
dependen y) be a linear ombination of the new leftmost i−1 olumns. Likewise,
permuting the ith olumn with a olumn of index between i + 1 and m will only
postpone the problem: if it is a linear ombination of the rst i − 1 olumns, it
is also a linear ombination of the rst i − 1 + k olumns if k ≥ 0.


1
0

0

 ..
.
0

0 0
1 0
0 1

···
···
···

0
0
0

α1,1
α1,2
α1,3

···
···
···

It will thus not be possible to diagonalize the left part of the Ja obian matrix

unless the
This

ith

olumn is permuted with one of the

n−m

rightmost

olumns.

ondition is ne essary but not su ient, sin e some of the last

olumns

an themselves be linear

ombination of the rst

If one does not manage to diagonalize the
it means that the parameterization

i−1

m × m left matrix of the Ja

onsisting in an horing the

4 Cf. equation 1, p. 7.
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n−m

olumns.

obian,

oordinates

or-

n−m

responding to the

rightmost

olumns is not valid: it means that it is not

possible to express the variations of the

n rst

oordinates as a fun tion of those

onsidered as parameters. Indeed, on e the produ t
of the equation

−
→
J V performed, the ith row

an be written

vi + α1,i × van−m + · · · + αn−m,i × va1 = 0
and thus

vi = −α1,i × van−m − · · · − αn−m,i × va1
Said dierently, we
fun tion of

van−m . . . va1

an express

vi

(2)

oordinate xi ) as a
xan−m . . . xa1 ). This

(the variations of the

(the variations of the

is the exa t denition of an an hor: if the

oordinates

xak

oordinates are xed, the other

elements are also xed. Thus, if it is not possible to express the rst
as fun tion of the

n−m

last

olumns, then the

m

olumns

orresponding parameterization

is an over- onstraining an hor.

Algorithm 3: Algorithm to de

ide if a given subset of the unknowns is a

valid an hor

Input:

S = (C, X, A): a geometri onstraint system
W : a typi al witness of S
A: a subset of the oordinates of the elements of X
Result: Boolean indi ating if A is a valid an hor for S
J ← Ja obian matrix of S at W (of size m × n)
k←n
for i from 1 to m − |A| do
while olumn i orresponds to a oordinate in A do
Permute olumn i of J with olumn k
k ←k−1

if there is a non-null pivot in olumn i then
Perform Gauss-Jordan elimination on

else
return false
return true

olumn

i

A simple method to de ide if a given subset of the

oordinates forms a

valid an hor is thus to do the ne essary permutations in order to have the
orresponding

olumns at the right of the matrix, and then to perform a Gauss-

Jordan elimination in order to attempt to diagonalize the leftmost part of the
matrix.

Upon su

ess, we

an

on lude that we have a valid an hor; upon

failure, we have an over- onstraining an hor. The pseudo- ode for this de ision
method is given at Algorithm 3.
The time
tion method,

omplexity of this algorithm is that of the Gauss-Jordan elimina-

i.e. O(min(m, n)mn).

generi ally over- onstrained,

n ≥ m,

Sin e we are sure that the system is not
2
omplexity is O(m n).

the time
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5. Dete tion of maximal well- onstrained subsystems in arti ulated
systems
In Se tion 4, we have addressed the issue of arti ulated systems,
whi h are under- onstrained even

modulo

lations, rotations, s alings, and their
de ide whether a subset of the

i.e.

GCS

global transformation groups (trans-

ombinations), by giving an algorithm to

oordinates of the unknowns forms an an hor of

the system. In this se tion, we also address the handling of arti ulated systems
by giving means of identifying maximal
dierent groups

G-well-

G

G-well-

onstrained subsystems for the

mentioned above. We use this to

onstrained subsystems whi h form a

ompute a set of maximal

over of the GCS.

We begin in Se tion 5.1 by explaining the identi ation of maximal rigid subsystems (MRS), then extend this in Se tion 5.2 to the identi ation of maximal

G-well-

onstrained subsystems (MGS) for other groups than the dire t isome-

tries and explain what are the ne essary

G

onditions on a transformation group

for our method to work. Finally, in Se tion 5.3, we provide a skeletonization

algorithm based on the identi ation of MGS.
For the sake of simpli ity, we
and

onsider 2D systems in the rest of this se tion

onsider thus that a rigid system has 3 degrees of freedom. Nevertheless,

our algorithms work exa tly the same way in 3D.

5.1. Identi ation of maximal rigid subsystems
The basi

idea of our MRS dete tion algorithm is to study whi h geometri

elements are xed when one an hors a referen e for the dire t isometries. As
explained in Se tion 4, within the witness framework, an horing a referen e for
the dire t isometries
to put the three

onsists in swit hing

olumns in the Ja obian matrix so as

olumns of the referen e in the rightmost positions. Re all (see

Equation 2) then that after performing a Gauss-Jordan elimination method, the
left sub-matrix of the Ja obian matrix is diagonalized and, thus, the ith row of
the equation

−
→
JV = 0

an be read as

vi = −α1,i × van−m − · · · − αn−m,i × va1
With a rigid GCS in 2D, there are 3

vak

elements.

For instan e, Table 4

shows the redu ed row e helon form of the Ja obian matrix at the witness for
the GCS of Figure 8. Sin e this GCS is rigid (with the redundant
removed), three
orrespond to

onstraint

olumns do not belong to the identity part of the matrix: they

oordinates

x4 , y4

and

y3 ,

whi h form a referen e for the system.

All other oordinates an be expressed in fun tion of these three oordinates. For
4
4
instan e, the rst line of the matrix must be interpreted as x˙1 − y˙3 − x˙4 + y˙4 =
5
5
4
4
0,
x˙1 = 5 y˙3 + x˙4 − 5 y˙4 .
When the GCS is not rigid, the size of an an hor is higher than 3. There

i.e.

are then more than three

olumns at the right of the identity sub-matrix after

performing a Gauss-Jordan elimination. Table 5 shows the redu ed row e helon
form of the Ja obian matrix at a witness for the GCS of Figure 14.
that

olumns

y2

and

y4

Noti e

were moved to the right, sin e it would have been
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Table 5:

Redu ed row e helon form of the Ja obian matrix at a witness for the GCS of

Figure 14

x˙1

y˙1

x˙2

x˙3

y˙3

x˙4

x˙5

y˙5

x˙6

y˙2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4
3
− 37

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

y˙4
101
18
− 40
9
29
2
9
2
5
2

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

r1′
r2′
r3′
r4′
r5′
r6′
r7′
r8′
r9′

y˙6
− 181
108

x˙7

− 15
4
− 17
12
7
− 12
− 76
− 23
− 16
− 76

-1

-1

28
27

y˙7
473
− 108

0
-1
0
-1
-1
0
-1

140
27

− 59
4
− 37
12
35
− 12
− 11
6
2
3

− 56
7
6

impossible to nd a pivot and nish the Gauss-Jordan elimination otherwise.
The variations of all
and

y˙7 .

oordinates

an be expressed as fun tions of

Indeed, an an hor for this GCS

dire tion p5 -p4 and dire tion
PSfrag repla ements

an

onsist in point

p7 ,

y˙2 , y˙4 , y˙6 , x˙7
p7 -p6 ,

dire tion

p3 -p2 .
p3

p4

p1
p5
p6

p7

p2
Figure 14: 2D arti ulated

hain made of three rigid triangles. Distan e

onstraints are im-

pli itly represented by the segments.

omes from the zeros in olumns y˙2
y˙4 . Rows 7, 8 and 9 of Table 5 an be interpreted as the fa t that the values
of x˙5 , y˙5 and x˙6 depend only on those of y˙6 , x˙7 and y˙7 . Put dierently, if one
an hors a referen e for the dire t isometries by pinning down p7 and dire tion
p7 -p6 , then points p6 and p5 are xed, i.e. p5 p6 p7 is a rigid subsystem.
An important result to identify MRSs

and

With this result, it is possible to design an algorithm to identify a set of
MRSs whi h form a

over of the GCS. Su h a

would mean that there exists a rigid subsystem

over is unique: if it were not, it

S

whi h, in one of the existing

overs, is split into two dierent MRSs. By denition of a MRS, if a part of
is in luded in a MRS, the other part also is.

S

A naive algorithm immediately arises, based on an horing a referen e for the
dire t isometries,

i.e.

swit hing

olumns to have the

orresponding

olumns on

the right of the Ja obian matrix and identifying the parts of the GCS whi h are
xed. The pseudo- ode is shown at Algorithm 4. In this algorithm, an horing
a referen e for the dire t isometries means swit hing
olumns

olumns so as to have the

orresponding to the referen e at the right of the Ja obian matrix. In

order to not identify the same MRS twi e, we an hor referen es only on untagged
parts of the GCS, that means that at least one of the
The

olumns

ost of this algorithm depends on the number
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k

annot be tagged.

of MRSs: for ea h of

Algorithm 4: Naive MRS identi
Input:
S = (C, X, A): a geometri
W : a typi al witness of S
Result: Set of MRSs of S
M ←∅
J ← Ja
i←0

ation algorithm

onstraint system

// set of MRSs

obian matrix of

S

at

W

repeat

An hor a referen e for the dire t isometries on an untagged part of
Perform a Gauss-Jordan elimination
Tag with label

i

the

olumns of

depending only on the 3 last

10

M ← M ∪ {subsystem
i←i+1

J

whi h

orrespond to

S

oordinates

olumns

orresponding to the

olumns with tag

i}

until all the olumns are tagged
forea h onstraint c ∈ C do
if there is no system in M whi h in ludes c then
M ← M ∪ {subsystem

orresponding to

c}

return M

them, it performs a Gauss-Jordan elimination only on e, so that the total ost is
O(k min(n, m)nm), that is O(km2 n) sin e the system is not over- onstrained.
2
This ost an be redu ed to O((k + m n),
O(m2 n), by not starting the

i.e.

Gauss-Jordan elimination from s rat h for ea h MRS. At the end of line 10 in

the algorithm, the Ja obian matrix at the witness is in redu ed row e helon form.
By swit hing the

olumns in an appropriate way, one only needs to perform the

Gauss-Jordan pivot operation on two to three
the

olumns. Indeed, by looking at

onstraint graph, it is possible to sele t a new an hor for the GCS whi h

satises the following

onditions:

•

it in ludes a referen e for the dire t isometries whi h is not totally tagged,

•

ea h identied MRS is xed,




i.e.

the referen e in ludes three

oordinates in the MRS,

or the MRS shares a geometri
referen e in ludes a

element with a xed MRS and the

oordinate in the MRS.

To sele t this referen e, one only needs to

onsider a geometri

whi h is in an already identied MRS and whi h is linked by a
an untagged element. More
graph has several

e.g.

(

onne ted

ases o

element

onstraint to

ur with systems for whi h the

onstraint

omponents or with systems with impli it points

similarity-invariant systems with only lines and angles), but the prin iple

remains the same. Thus, in most

ases, one only needs to swit h two
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olumns, so

as to hange the point in the referen e. Three swit hes happen with dis onne ted
graphs. Algorithm 5 shows how to perform MRS identi ation. For the sake of
simpli ity, the algorithm is des ribed for arti ulated GCS made of several MRSs
onne ted by points, but it is easily extended to systems with other kinds of
geometri

elements.

Algorithm 5: MRS identi
Input:

ation algorithm for an arti ulated system

S = (C, X, A): a geometri
W : a typi al witness of S
Result: Set of MRSs of S
J←

Ja obian matrix of

S

onstraint system

at

W

An hor a referen e for the dire t isometries and identify and tag a rst
MRS

repeat
Sele t a tagged point linked by a
Swit h the

onstraint to an untagged element

olumns of this point with the

olumns of the point in the

last referen e
Perform Gauss-Jordan elimination on the two latter in order to
identify a new MRS
Tag the new MRS

until all the olumns are tagged
forea h onstraint c ∈ C do
if there is no system in M whi h in ludes c then
M ← M ∪ {subsystem

orresponding to

c}

return M
In the

ase of open

i.e.

hains,

GCS where all

graph are in luded in rigid subsystems, an even less
using both the

y les in the

onstraint graph and the Ja obian matrix.

the Gauss-Jordan elimination, a rst MRS is identied by

After performing
onsidering all the

oordinates whi h depend only on the referen e. From there, one an
the

onstraint

ostly algorithm exists, by

onsider all

oordinates whi h depend on the referen e and on one additional parameter.

In the matrix of Table 5, with the additional parameter
and

x˙4 .

Taking a look at the

y˙4 ,

we

an x

x˙3 , y˙3

onstraint graph, we noti e that the previously

identied MRS (p5 p6 p7 ) shares only one point with the rest of the system and
thus

annot transfer more than two degrees of freedom.

y˙6 ,

This enables us to remove the MRS and ex hange the three parameters

x˙7

and

y˙7

with parameters

x˙5

and

y˙5

in the Ja obian matrix. The numeri al

values are not important in this pro ess: we

onsider that all the values of both

olumns are non-zero. With this new matrix, one noti es that

x5 , y5

and

y4

form a referen e for the dire t isometries and that by an horing the variations
of this referen e,

x˙3 , y˙3

and

x˙4

are xed,

i.e. p3 p4 p5

is a rigid system.

We

ontinue this algorithm by noti ing that this system shares only one point with
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the rest of the system, removing it and repla ing it with non-zero-lled

x˙3

and

y˙3

olumns

p1 p2 p3 .

and thus identifying the last MRS

When the last identied MRS shares more than one point with the rest
of the system, two

ases o

i.e.

dis onne ted graphs (
and one thus

ur: either the removal of the MRS leads to two

the MRS is in the middle of the arti ulated system)

ontinues the algorithm separately on ea h part of the graph; or

the MRS belongs to a non-rigid

losed

hain.

When one uses this algorithm on a GCS
leads to

ases where one

ontaining non-rigid losed hains, it

annot dete t the MRSs of the

the inter-dependen e of the rigid subsystems of the
rst MRS of the

losed

losed hains, be ause of

hain. After identifying the

hain, the algorithm is stu k be ause it is not possible to

identify another system whi h depends only on three parameters. In this
we get ba k to Algorithm 5 to identify the dierent MRSs of the

losed

ase,

hain.

5.2. Extension to other transformation groups
Algorithm 4

an be adapted to identify maximal

systems, for transformation groups

G

G-well-

onstrained sub-

other than the dire t isometries (see [37℄

or [29℄ for formal denitions of the transformation groups in the
geometri

ontext of

onstraints).
onditions on G. First of all, if one wants to he k that the
G-invariant, in order to know if the system is under- onstrained
needs to be able to simulate the a tion of G in the Ja obian

There are several
whole system is

modulo G,

one

matrix. In [30℄, we showed how to simulate the a tion of the translations and
rotations, whi h enables the re ognition of these groups in the kernel of the
Ja obian matrix. As mentioned in Se tion 4, it is possible to likewise simulate
the a tion of s alings. In order to simulate a s aling
with a s aling fa tor of

−−→
Op1

f,

entered on point

we apply a translation on a point

p1 ,

O

and

with dire tion

−−→

and a norm x, and another translation on a point p2 , with dire tion Op2
−−→
||Op2 ||
and a norm −−→ x.
||Op1 ||
Se ond, one needs to be able to an hor a G-referen e, whi h means one
must be able to sele t

G-referen

olumns of the Ja obian matrix whi h

orrespond to a

e. We already des ribed how to do this for the dire t isometries. In

order to an hor a referen e for the similarities, for instan e, one needs to
as xed the

oordinates of two points in 2D, with an additional

onsider

oordinate of

a third point (in order to simulate the an horing of the dire tions between the
two xed points and the third point) in 3D.
With these two
mal

G-well-

onditions fullled, adapting Algorithm 4 to identify maxi-

onstrained subsystems (MGS) is straightforward: instead of an hor-

ing referen es for the dire t isometries, one an hors
one only needs to remove all non-G-invariant

G-referen

es. Beforehand,

5

onstraints . The pseudo- ode is

given at Algorithm 6.

5 In some ases  when parameter values are not independent, or when using exoti formulations (e.g. Cayley-Menger determinants to spe ify olinearities,
 removing metri

onstraints

an lead to geometri
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o y li ities and

oplanarities)

onstraint systems whi h are proje tively

Sin e we use the generi ity hypothesis, we
to losing information:

for instan e, if two

parameters, they indu e an equality

onsider here that the parameters

G-invariant

are independent. Otherwise, removing the

onstraints might lead

onstraints have the same metri

onstraint, but not under the generi ity

hypothesis, sin e using other values of the parameters removes this equality.

Algorithm 6: Naive MGS identi
Input:

ation algorithm

S = (C, X, A): a geometri onstraint system
W : a typi al witness of S
G: a transformation group
Result: Set of maximal G-well onstrained subsystems
M ←∅
J ← Ja
i←0

of

// set of MGSs
obian matrix of

S

at

S

W

forea h onstraint c ∈ C do
if c is not a G-invariant onstraint then
C ← C/{c}

repeat

An hor a

G-referen

e on an untagged part of

Perform a Gauss-Jordan elimination
Tag with label

i

the

olumns of

J

whi h

S

orrespond to

G-referen

depending only on the

olumns of the

M ← M ∪ {subsystem
i←i+1

orresponding to the

oordinates

e

olumns with tag

i}

until all the olumns are tagged
forea h onstraint c ∈ C do
if there is no system in M whi h in ludes c then
An hor a

G-referen

Identify the

e in luding

c

orresponding MGS

mc

M ← M ∪ {mc }

return M

It is possible, as was the

ase for Algorithm 4, to adapt this algorithm in order

to perform fewer steps of the Gauss-Jordan elimination, by taking into a
the

onstraint graph and redu ing the number of

ount

olumn swit hes between two

MGS.
Also, noti e that it is possible to
well- onstrained

modulo

onsider a rigid system and to make it

the similarities, by repla ing the unit of distan e

on-

straints with a parameter. This is useful in industrial CAD appli ations, where

less
those

onstrained than the initial system. For the sake of
ases.
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on iseness and simpli ity, we ignore

previously solved systems are re-used at a dierent s ale. Furthermore, in su h
a

ase, a witness is dire tly available: a solution of the previously solved system.

5.3. Skeletonization of a geometri

onstraint system

In this se tion, we propose an algorithm to skeletonize a geometri
onstraint
′
system, that is to say transform a system S into a system S su h that |F(S)| =
|F(S ′ )| and su h that any gure in F (S ′ ) is a subgure of a gure in F (S).
The basi

idea is to repla e maximal

G-well-

onstrained subsystems with their

boundary system.
Skeletonization algorithms already exist in geometri

onstraint solving: graph-

based retropropagation algorithms [5, 32, 41℄ remove geometri
onstraints that

elements and

an be built if the rest of the system is built, until they get a

system whi h needs to be built from s rat h. This remaining system, the skeleton, has as many degrees of freedom as the initial system, and any variation
of the

oordinates of an element in the initial system

fun tion of the variation of the

an be expressed as a

oordinates of the skeleton elements.

The interest of skeletonization also lies in the graphi al feedba k it gives to
the user about the exibility of the system: for instan e, if the skeleton of the
GCS is made of two bars linked by a

ommon point, the user instantly sees that

the GCS is made of two rigid systems whi h

an rotate around their

ommon

link.
In order to transform a GCS into its skeleton, we use Algorithm 6, in order
to identify maximal
to

G-well-

onstrained subsystems, and Algorithm 2, in order

ompute the boundary of the identied MGSs.

The algorithm

onsists in

identifying all MGSs and repla es them with their boundary. The pseudo- ode
is given at Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7: G-skeletonization of a GCS
Input:
S : a geometri onstraint system
W : a typi al witness of S
G: a transformation group
Result: G-skeleton of S
J ← Ja obian matrix of S at W
M ← list of MGSs of S identied by Algorithm 6
forea h MGS k = (Ck , Xk , Ak ) ∈ M do
B = (Cb , Xb , Ab ) ← boundary system of k omputed
if Xb 6= Xk then
Repla e k with B

The time

omplexity of Algorithm 7 is as follows. It uses Algorithm 6, whi h

O(m2 n). For ea h MGS of the system, it uses Algorithm 2, whi h
O(m2 n). If there are k MGSs, the overall time omplexity is thus in

is in time
is also in

with Algorithm 2

O(km2 n).
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6. W -de omposition of a GCS
The previous se tion gives algorithms to identify all MGSs of a GCS. Having
su h an algorithm leads to a natural method to de ompose a
all this method

W -de

geometri

onstraint system. We

tem whi h

an be de omposed by this method is said to be

W -de

this se tion, we explain the prin iples of

dete ted. The basi

idea of

W -de

omposition is to remove

e.g.

not limited to their boundary (

W -de

W -de

omposable. In

omposition and give examples.

system and see if it breaks the MGS in non-trivial MGSs,
If it does, then we use

onstrained

G-well- onstrained subsystems, i.e. if a MGS
G-well- onstrained subsystems, this will not be

Algorithm 6 identies maximal
an be de omposed in several

G-well-

omposition and a sys-

onstraints from the

i.e.

MGSs whi h are

a system limited to a point-point distan e).

omposition on ea h non-trivial MGS. Algorithm 8

gives the pseudo- ode of the algorithm.

Algorithm 8: W -de
Input:

omposition

S = (C, X, A): a G-well- onstrained geometri onstraint
W : a typi al witness of S
Result: Tree of G-well- onstrained subsystems of S
2
3

system

repeat

Sele t a

L←

onstraint

c∈C

list of the MGSs of

(C\c, X, A)

identied using Algorithm 6

while L ontains only trivial MGSs do
Sele t a

L←

onstraint

c

whi h was not sele ted yet

list of the MGSs of

(C\c, X, A)

identied using Algorithm 6

until all onstraints have been tested or we nd a non-trivial MGS
if L ontains only trivial MGSs then
return a leaf labeled with S
else
A←

hildless node labeled with

forea h Si ∈ L do

13

Root the W -de omposition
S ← S − Si
S ← S+ boundary of Si

16

Root the

return A

W -de

omposition of

S

of

S

Si

as

as

hild of

hild of

A

A

Let us illustrate this algorithm on the example of Figure 15a, whi h represents the
has two

onstraint graph of a 2D rigid GCS. The graph is 3- onne ted and

K3,3

6

subgraphs ,

onne ted by three middle edges (p1 p2 ,

p3 p4

and

6 The K
3,3 stru ture of the subgraphs is not obvious, but is better seen by numbering the
verti es

lo kwise and

onsidering the subsets of even verti es and odd verti es.
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p5 p6 ).

Algorithm 6 dete ts the rigidity of the whole system. Let us

removal of two

onstraints at line 2 of Algorithm 8: dotted edges

If we remove edge

K3,3

the rigid

e1 ,

e1

onsider the
and

e2 .

the use of Algorithm 6 at line 3 identies four MGSs:

subsystems, and ea h edge between them. The latter are equiv-

alent to their boundary. Repla ing the rigid hexagons by their boundaries and
reintrodu ing edge
be taken into a
of

W -de

e1

leads to the graph of Figure 15b (note that edge

ount for the

e1

must

omputation of the boundaries). The re ursive use

omposition (line 13) on ea h non-trivial MGS leads to the knowledge

that they are not

W -de

omposable. The same happens with the re ursive use

on the system of Figure 15b (line 16).
If we do not remove edge

e1

but

e2

instead, the left

K3,3

subsystem of

Figure 15a is no longer rigid. The identi ation of non-trivial MGS thus only
identies the hexagon on the right of Figure 15a.

On e it is repla ed by its

boundary, we obtain the system shown on Figure 15 . The re ursive use of

W-

de omposition will then lead, after removal of one of the three middle edges,
to the identi ation of the se ond rigid hexagon and thus to the system shown
on Figure 15b.
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p3

b

p4
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Figure 15: 2D systems where edges represent point-point

Figure 16:

distan es; (a): 3- onne ted

platform:

onstraint graph made of two

K3,3 graphs onne ted with 3 onstraints; (b) and ( ):
graphs obtained by repla ing MRSs identied by Algorithm 8 by their boundary with respe tively edges

e2

e1

Generalized Stewart
both thi k hexagons

are rigid; the other segments indi ate distan e

onstraints.

and

removed.

Let us

onsider the 3D example of Figure 16, a generalized Stewart plat-

form [40℄. It

onsists of two platforms (the rigid hexagons in thi k lines) linked

by six distan e

onstraints. The whole system is rigid, whi h is easily dete ted

by the witness method (it is also
Laman's theorem [24℄).

hara terized as rigid by the 3D extension of

Sin e any rigid subsystem

rithm 6, no matter how it is

omposed, the
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W -de

an be identied by Algo-

omposition will identify:

•
•
Of

both platforms as rigid if one of the six distan e
one platform as rigid if sele tion of a

onstraints is sele ted;

onstraint in the other platform

makes it arti ulated.

ourse, whatever

onstraint is sele ted rst, both platforms will eventually

be identied as rigid.

Noti e that whatever rigid subsystem is linked to the

platforms, it will be identied as rigid and repla ed by its boundary,

i.e.

a

minimal rigid hexagon.
Exe ution time depends on the
worst
time

ase, all

hoi e of the removed

onstraints are tested:
3
omplexity is O(m n).

m times

onstraint.

In the

the Algorithm 6 is used, thus the

Our algorithm is more powerful than algorithms found in the literature, for
several reasons:

•

rst of all, it is independent of the

onne tivity of the

onstraint graph. For

instan e, Figure 17a gives an example of a 4- onne ted
whi h is

W -de

long as it is rigid; we may likewise build
a

k-

with

onne ted

k

onstraint graph

omposable, no matter what is inside the inner blue part as
onstraint graph, for any

verti es, linked by

k

W -de
k , by

omposable systems with
onsidering two polygons

onstraints, one of the polygons being rigid

(see Figure 17b);

•

se ond, it is also not based on a

luster formation.

Figure 17

urrent graph de omposition methods,

is not de omposable by

Sin e the graph of

the system of Figure 17a, with the inner part repla ed by Figure 17 ,
will also lead to a de omposition failure for these methods, whereas it is

W -de

omposable.

Ultimate de omposition
For algebrai

onsists in yielding a triangular equation system.

systems, Ritt-Wu de omposition [1℄ or Gröbner bases with lexi al

order lead to su h de ompositions, but unfortunately, they are intra table in
the CAD domain. On the other hand,
these algebrai

inde omposable
is no

W -de

omposition is not as powerful as

methods sin e it is possible to

onstru t an innite family of

W-

onstraint systems like the one depi ted in Figure 17d: there

onstraint in this system su h that its removal produ es a system with a

MRS bigger than a point-point distan e. But, on the positive side, it is easy to
see that

•
•

all Owen-de omposable systems [34℄ are
ulation pairs are dete ted by the
all

W -de

omposable (that is, arti -

hoi e of the deleted

onstraint systems whi h are de omposable by

onstraint)

luster formation meth-

ods or on the sear h of minimal rigid parts, are also

W -de

omposable.

We think that the ratio of e ien y to power of de omposition is good enough
to give good results in CAD even in the 3D
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ase.

PSfrag repla ements
b
a

a

d
b

PSfrag repla ements

d

W -de

Figure 17: 2D rigid examples for the
ea h
a

vertex

is

distan e

a

point

and

onstraint.

(a):

ea h

edge

W -de

Figure

omposition:

omposable

onne ted GCS (the blue subsystem is rigid); (b):

18:

System with

point-line in iden e

represents

only

onstraints

and without any rational solu-

4-

W-

tion

k - onne ted GCS (the blue subsystem is
W -inde omposable system; (d): there are

de omposable
rigid); ( ):

W -inde

omposable systems with an arbitrary number of

points.

7. Robustness issues
7.1. The problem
Our method assumes that it is possible to
ve tors, given by their

oordinates. It is a basi

ompute the rank of a set of
problem in

omputerized linear

algebra with well-known methods. Only at rst glan e does it seem to be an
easy problem.
Sin e the rank is not a

ontinuous fun tion, it is not

of Computable Analysis [43℄.

omputable in the sense

In short, Computable Analysis represents real

numbers with sequen es of nested intervals; the bounds of these intervals are
m2e , m ∈ Z, e ∈ Z; the mantissas m

long oat numbers, typi ally represented as
are al ulated with an arithmeti
en losing the real numbers
of

managing long integers. The width of intervals

an be made arbitrarily small (within the limitation

omputing power and memory), but it is never zero.

handle rational numbers, algebrai
It is semi-deterministi

in the following sense.

dete t that a number is non-zero:
does not

This arithmeti

an

numbers, and trans endental numbers.
On the one hand, it

an

ompute a su iently pre ise interval whi h

ontain zero; on the other hand, it

e.g.

annot dete t that a number (

a

Gauss pivot, or a determinant) is zero when this number is null: it would require
rea hing the interval
arithmeti
√ 2
for ( 2)

an

−2

[0, 0],

whi h is impossible in nite time. For example, this

ompute intervals en losing

will never be

[0, 0].
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√
2 with great a

ura y, but intervals

Similarly, this arithmeti
ferent, but

an de ide that two distin t real numbers are dif-

annot de ide that two equal numbers are equal. A

onsequen e is

that it is possible to numeri ally prove that a set of given ve tors are linearly
independent (when they are), but it is not possible to numeri ally prove that
they are dependent when they are.
If a rational witness is available, an exa t rational arithmeti
The rank of rational ve tors is

an be used.

omputable, and this approa h is pra ti al. It is

explored in [30℄ with a number of examples.
Sometimes a rational witness is not available; it also happens that some
problems have no rational solution, and thus no rational witness at all.

Se -

tion 7.3 dis usses whi h problems have rational solutions, and whi h have not.
Noti e that no numeri al solver provides an exa t rational witness, even when
it exists: the solution returned by a numeri al solver is either a oating-point
approximation, or some small box
box of a

ontaining an isolated root, or some small

over of the solution manifold.

A theoreti al solution is to resort to some exa t algebrai
the

arithmeti , when

onstraint system is algebrai . However, this approa h is not pra ti al and

its relevan e is questionable. We here present a more reasonable solution.

7.2. Numeri ally typi al witnesses
The simplest and radi al solution to this problem is to require the witness
to be not only typi al, but also to be

numeri ally typi al.

For example, for three

A, B, C , the angle between AB and BC must be su iently
dierent from π and from 0 in a numeri ally typi al witness. Then it su es to
use the lassi al epsilon heuristi : if the angle between AB and BC is lose to
π or 0, i.e. the 3 points A, B, C are numeri ally very lose to alignment, then
they indeed are ollinear, and the dieren e from 0 or π is due to numeri al

non- ollinear points

ina

ura y.
This requirement seems to be a reasonable prerequisite for a witness.

dynami al geometry softwares (Cabri Géomètre, Cinderella, GeoGebra,

All

et .)

whi h are used for geometry tea hing already rely on this requirement, and use
it routinely: the student or the tea her intera tively spe ies some geometri
onstru tion (say with ruler and

ompass), then interrogates the dynami al ge-

ometry software to know if some property (alignment of three points,
of four points) holds. The gure is
and the request is answered

o y li ity

onsidered as a numeri ally typi al witness,

onsidering the

oordinates of points, lines and

ir les in the gure.
Lu kily, the
epsilon heuristi

ontext of geometri

onstraint solving is a situation where the

is su ient: in Computational Geometry, where people

hoose their data, the epsilon heuristi

annot

is not su ient to a hieve robustness.

7.3. Geometri problems and rational realizations
Some geometri

problems have no rational solution, thus no rational wit-

ness, for instan e a regular pentagon. More surprisingly, it is possible to build
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2D problems whi h involve only point-line in iden es and whi h have no rational solution.

For instan e the pentagon in Figure 18 involves no metri

on-

straints at all (neither distan e nor angle are spe ied) but it is proje tively
equivalent to the regular pentagon, or in other words, it is a perspe tive of a
regular pentagon; this pentagonal star is not realizable in the rationals.
most all regular

n-polygons,

Al-

as well as their proje tive variant whi h involves

only point-line in iden es, are non-realizable with rationals, ex eptions being

n = 3, 4, 6; for instan e an equilateral triangle has the rational realization:
(1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) and this extends easily to regular hexagons. The latter
 heating tri k (using 3D
pentagons, heptagons,

et .

oordinates for a 2D problem)
but the proof is omitted for

annot be used for

on iseness.

To sum up, some 2D problems involving only point-line in iden es have no
rational solution, and thus no rational witness.

Of

ourse, if su h a system

is a subsystem of the system to be solved, whether there are other types of
onstraints or not, the absen e of rational solutions and witnesses holds.
Other less arti ial 2D geometri
metri

problems without rational solution involve

i.e.

onstraints, for instan e bise ting lines (

equal angles): the bise ting

line of two rational ve tors is generally non-rational, be ause some square root
is involved to solve the underlying quadrati

equation. In

ontrast, the bise tor

of a segment joining two rational points does not require a square root and is a
rational

onstru tion.

Let us now

onsider 3D problems. As shown by Steinitz's theorem [36℄, every

i.e.

3D Eulerian polyhedron (

2,

where

V, E, F

with a 3D

fullling Euler-Poin aré's formula:

onvex polyhedron with rational

oordinates only, after some s aling). A

7

In

i.e.

time algorithm

omputes a Tutte

of the polyhedron, then lifts verti es

ontrast, 4D polytopes ( onvex polyhedra) are generally not

realizable with integer
polyhedra (

oordinates only (thus with integer

ubi

bary entri embedding of the planar graph
in 3D [36℄.

V −E +F =

are the numbers of verti es, edges and fa es) is realizable

oordinates only [36℄. Less is known for 3D non-Eulerian

with through holes, su h as a torus). However, in spite of their

intelle tual appeal and of the fa t that some of them have a known

omplexity,

these problems are seldom seen in CAD/CAM designs. Thus, the impossibility
to handle them is only a meager short oming of our method.

8. Con lusion
After proposing a way to generate a witness, we showed in this paper how
the witness method
any additional

ould be used to dete t over- onstrained systems without

omputational

ost by an in remental Gauss-Jordan elimination

of the Ja obian matrix at the witness. This allows the

omputation of a well-

onstrained boundary inside the de omposition method.
We propose algorithms to validate an hors,
of a subset of the

oordinates of the geometri

i.e.

he k that xing the position

elements xes all

oordinates. We

7 Ea h vertex is the bary enter of its neighbors, ex ept for three outwards base verti es.
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gave algorithms to identify all maximal well- onstrained subsystems of a GCS,

i.e.

G-well-

the system itself if it is well- onstrained, or its

onstrained parts if

it is arti ulated.
From this algorithm, we dedu ed a skeletonization algorithm, allowing to
ompute a minimized version of the GCS, with the same degrees of freedom,
based on the repla ement of maximal

G-well-

boundary. We also dedu ed a method,
a

G-well-

alled

onstrained subsystems with their

W -de

omposition, to de ompose

G-well-

onstrained GCS into the set of all its non-trivial

subsystems, based on the removal of a
new maximal

G-well-

onstraint and the

onstrained

omputation of the

onstrained subsystems.

The method to dete t over- onstrainedness is e ient (the

omputation of

O(min(m, n)mn))

the redu ed row e helon form of the Ja obian matrix is in

and is not tri ked by mathemati al theorems, even when these theorems are
unknown to the developer. The de ision algorithm for the validity of an an hor
O(m2 n). The MGS identi ation is also e ient (O(m2 n)) and works in
3
2D or 3D. W -de omposition is performed in O(m n) in the worst ase.

is in

For

on iseness reasons, the algorithms we des ribed work on 2D systems,

but they

an be easily extended to 3D systems. The main di ulty to implement

our algorithms is the

omputation of the Ja obian matrix and its manipulation,

but there are many development libraries whi h

an do it both e iently and

robustly. Our algorithms are thus easy to implement. Complexity of the algorithms is independent of the dimension. Even though this

omplexity is

ubi ,

we believe that it is not an important drawba k, thanks to the in rementality of
our algorithms, allowing the developer to use idle user time for

omputations.

As it is, the method has been implemented and tested on several examples.
However, some work

ould be done in order to improve its e ien y and its

robustness. For instan e, the innitesimal exions are dis overed by omputing
′
the kernel of F (X, A) on a witness, this al ulus an be onrmed by using
the Hessian matrix of ea h equation of the system. The nullity of the produ t

−
→t
−
→
V H(X, A) V should

onrm or inrm this fa t:

our witness is not generi

ontradi tion would mean that

and small perturbations

ould be used to remedy this

situation.
Sin e reliability of the witness is a
ous point
tra ks

an re-reinfor e the

an be explored, like

onstraints (in iden e
onstraint systems

ru ial point in our method, the previ-

onden e we have in the witness. Some other

omputing a witness fullling exa tly the boolean

onstraints, equality of distan es,

modulo

et .):

that is solving

the group of the proje tive transformations.

Another dierent approa h

ould

onsist in turning the parameters into vari-

ables and apply the method as it is. That way, the relationships between parameters
this

ould be dete ted and the exions

ould be quantitatively estimated;

ould be useful for engineering studies.

Further resear h needs to be done in order to have e ient

W -de

omposition.

The example of Figure 15 shows that some edges are better than others for the
removal (line 2 of Algorithm 8). Some promising tra ks are the
a minimum

hain

overing and the sear h for
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omputation of

onstraints whi h appear in only

a few

hains, or methods based upon matroids interse tions.

Those enhan ements of the

W -de

omposition method would not modify the

omplexity of the algorithm. A multi-group

W -de

omposition algorithm is more

promising: Algorithm 8 works on any transformation group whi h fullls the
onditions

ited in Se tion 5.2, but only one su h group at a time. To estab-

lish a multi-group algorithm,

i.e.

an algorithm de omposing a system into its

G1 -well- onstrained subsystems, then automati ally swit hing to another group
G2 when ne essary, would enhan e the resolution power of the algorithm. However, dening an interesting order between the transformation groups is not as
straightforward as it may seem, and we intend to look into this.
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